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About This Game

Create a perilous furniture maze, deviously designed to confuse and constrain your customers. With the aid of your loyal
employees and truly devilish products, you will build the furniture empire of your dreams… and their nightmares!

In a mix of Tycoon and Tower Defense game play, design and build dozens of unique furniture displays, all with their own ways
of trapping and draining the accounts of customers.

Manage the demands and whims of unique customer types, allocating your employees wisely and navigating the many hazards
of building a flat pack labyrinth. Somewhere in the chaos, as couples fight, children scream, and your employees stage a mutiny,

you may consider admitting defeat. Don't give up! Sometimes success just comes with some Assembly Required.

Features:

- Build a devious maze out of dozens of unique unlock-able furniture displays, each with their own silly and playfully sadistic
animations.

- Keep your customers and employees happy, or watch your labyrinth descend into chaos.

- Deal with the unique challenges of multiple customer types who seek to destroy and escape your maze.

- Design your store carefully to attract customers who present unique and varied challenges.
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- Hire unique employees to manage Design, Build, QA, Stock, Sales, and Customer Service in your store.

- Upgrade your store to accommodate increasingly incomprehensible mazes, and grow your furniture empire.
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Title: Assembly Required
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
MUTT Studio
Publisher:
MUTT Studio
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3 (or equivalent)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6 series (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Wonderful idea, horrible execution.

I really want to like this game, as the basic premise is fresh, funny, clever and non-violent. But there are just too many hygiene
factors missing for this game pass the threshold where it is worthwhile playing. The interface is extremely clumsy, and
resembles something designed for Windows 3.11. The camera is restricted to a few views and frequently gets blocked by
objects. The game mechanics are hard to understand, and while a wordy tutorial tries to explain the game you are still left with
so many questions. Some of the game mechanics makes no sense (a customer that makes it through your store with money to
spare will complain to management...?) The graphics are barely functional and does not provide the feedback you expect. There
are obvious bugs, bad UX design and situations when it could be either. And the list goes on...

I would love to play a well designed game based on the idea of an IKEA labyrinth. But this not that game. This is a broken mess.
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